Join our Graduate Engineering Trainee (GET) 2021
Join, stay and grow with us!

AkzoNobel has a passion for paint. We’re experts in the proud craft of making paints and coatings, setting the standard in color and protection since 1792. Our world class portfolio of brands – including Bruguer, International, Sikkens and Interpon – is trusted by customers around the globe.

What do we want from you?
We want you to take part in our 24 month-long program aimed at developing young Engineers and get them ready for a middle manager position in International Manufacturing abroad.

Where?
First in our production plant in Barcelona, Vallirana or Vilafranca, after 12 months in Manufacturing abroad

You will:
— grow as a leader
— contribute to the successful execution of projects by delivering technical expertise
— manage complex interdisciplinary projects
— create better work environment
— contribute production efficiency

We want you, because you are:
— a fresh Graduate Student (Bachelor Degree, Master Degree or max. one year experience)
— an engineer (electrical, mechanical, chemical, aeronautical, civil, industrial, etc.)
— interested in international career in manufacturing
— eager to travel (nationally and regionally within AkzoNobel) and able to relocate to other countries on completion of the GET program
— proficient in English

Is our proposition interesting for you? So let’s meet!
Apply in the job opportunities portal of your University

www.akzonobel.com